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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Abstract:- Data mining along with soft computing techniques helps to unravel hidden relationships and
diagnose diseases efficiently even with uncertainties and inaccuracies and it was using algorithms in that
data mining mainly Coronary Heart Disease. It is an automatic process which scans the infected body part of
human system and find out reason behind the sickness and disease. Heart disease is the leading Causes of
death in the world over the past ten years. It is must that diagnosing system must generate accurate results so
that proper treatment can be available for the patient. In earlier systems various techniques was used for
predicting the reason behind the disease which lacks in accuracy of the output. Various heart diseases like
heart attacks, chest pain etc. This thesis is based on the heart disease diagnosis of patients. Heart disease is a
prevailing disease nowadays. Now due to increasing expenses of heart disease, there was a need to develop a
new system which can predict heart diseases in an easy and cheaper way. The proposed work divides
proposed system in two parts such as performance model and prediction model. Performance model is
designed to evaluate the overall performance of the application. Prediction Model is used to predict the
condition of the patient after evaluation on the basis of various parameters like heart beat rate, blood
pressure, cholesterol etc. The accuracy of the system is proved in java.
Keywords: data mining, Artificial Neural Network, PSO.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I. INTRODUCTION
A major challenge facing healthcare organizations and industries (hospitals, medical testing centre) is
the provision of quality services at affordable costs and Quality service implies diagnosing patients correctly
and administering treatments that are effective. In the Poor clinical decisions can lead to disastrous
consequences which are therefore unacceptable. Hospitals must also minimize the cost of clinical tests and
reports. They can achieve these results by employing appropriate computer-based information and/or decision
support systems. . Diagnosing is a process which is done by automated systems or machines in human system
to find out the nature of the disease by monitoring the various symptoms of the illness. Diagnosing is a most
complicated task to perform. Diagnosing machines or systems are quiet helpful in this process because not
every doctor must have the knowledge of each and every kind of problem of disease.
In this diagnosing manually by doctors can lead to inaccurate results some times. Thus an automated
diagnosing machine is used by them to diagnose the problem accurately. The WHO consortium has shared this
information that ten millions of deaths occur in this world is just because of heart disease.so it was a very
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dangers problem in world. These systems typically generate huge amounts of data which take the form of
numbers, charts and images. Unfortunately, these data are rarely used to support clinical decision making.
There is a wealth of hidden data in these data that is largely untapped. This raises an essential question:
“How can we turn data into suitable information that can enable healthcare consultants to make intelligent
clinical decisions of process?” This is the main motivation to implement for this paper. Heart disease is the
main reason behind the deaths in various countries of the world and even in India also. In case of USA one
person is dying every 36 seconds just because of some kind of heart disease. Most of people died in heart
disease problem only. There are many types of heart disease such as coronary heart disease, cardiovascular
disease and cardiomyopathy disease. Cardiovascular disease is that disease which directly effects the blood
circulation in the body and blood vessels which are connected to the heart. So we can try to decrease in this
heart disease. Cardiovascular disease leads to various illnesses in the body like high BP, coronary artery
disease, stroke etc. Cardiovascular disease can also leads to the death of the person also.
It is a type of coronary disease in which oxygen and blood is not properly is not supplied to the heart
because of reduction in the size of coronary arteries. Coronary heart disease also includes heart attacks and
chest pain. Medical diagnosis is a difficult task that requires operating accurately and efficiently. Increase in
heart disease is because of many facts like great BP, smoking, Family history etc. some other factors that also
causes heart diseases are high cholesterol level, hyper stiffness, improper diet etc. Symptoms of heart disease
are like:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Peripheral artery disease
High blood pressure
Cardiac arrest
Congestive heart failure
Arrhythmia
Peripheral artery disease
Stroke
Fatigue
Pain in chest
Palpitation

II. DATAMINING ALGORITHMS
Data Mining is about explaining the past and predicting the future by means of documents analysis.
Datamining is a multi-disciplinary field which combines measurements, machine learning, artificial
intelligence and database technology. The value of data mining presentations is often estimated to be very
high. Many businesses have stored large amounts of data over years of operation, and data mining is able to
extract very valuable understanding from this data. The businesses are then able to leverage the extracted
knowledge into more clients more sales, and greater profits. This is also true in the engineering and medical
fields. Data mining predicts the future of modelling. . The abstraction of information is followed by several
other procedures such as Data Cleaning, Data Integration, Data Conversion, Data Mining, Pattern Evaluation
and Data Presentation. After all these processes are completed, we are now in a position to use this information
in many applications such as Fraud Finding, Market Analysis, Production Control, Science Investigation etc.

1. ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS:
ANN algorithm used in computer science and other research disciplines, which is based on a large
collection of simple neural units (artificial neurons), loosely analogous to the observed behaviour of a biological
brain's axons. Each neural unit is connected with many others, and links can enhance or inhibit the activation
state of adjoining neural units. Each individual neural unit computes using outline function. There may be a
threshold function or limiting function on each connection and on the unit itself, such that the signal must
outshine the limit before propagating to other neurons. These systems are self-learning and trained, rather than
explicitly programmed, and excel in areas where the solution or feature detection is difficult to express in a
traditional computer program.
Neural networks typically consist of multiple layers or a cube design, and the signal path traverses from
the first (input), to the last (output) layer of neural units. Back propagation is the use of forward stimulation to
reset weights on the "front" neural units and this is sometimes done in combination with training where the
correct result is known. Dynamic neural networks are the most advanced, in that they dynamically can, based
on rules, form new connections and even new neural units while disabling others.
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The goal of the neural network is to solve problems in the same way that the human brain would,
although several neural networks are more abstract. Recent neural network projects typically work with a few
thousand to a few million neural units and millions of connections, which is still several orders of enormousness
less complex than the human brain and closer to the computing power of a worm. New Heart research often
stimulates new patterns in neural networks. One new approach is using connections which span much further
and link processing layers rather than always being localized to together neurons.

2. PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION:
PSO is a computational method that optimizes a problem by iteratively trying to improve a candidate
solution with regard to a given quantity of quality. It solves a problem by having a population of candidate
solutions, here dubbed particles, and moving these particles around in the search-space according to
simple calculated formulae over the particle's position and velocity. Each particle's movement is influenced by
its local best known position, but is also steered toward the best known positions in the search-space, which are
updated as better positions are found by other particles. This is expected to move the swarm toward the best
solutions.
PSO shares many similarities with evolutionary computation techniques such as Genetic Algorithms
(GA). The system is initialized with a population of random solutions and searches for optima by fill in
generations. However, unlike GA, PSO has no evolution operators such as crossover and mutation. In PSO, the
potential solutions, called particles, fly through the difficult space by following the current optimum
particles. Each particle keeps track of its coordinates in the problem space which are associated with the best
solution (fitness) it has achieved so far. This value is called best. Another "best" value that is tracked by the
particle swarm optimizer is the best value, obtained so far by any particle in the neighbour of the particle. This
location is called best .when a particle takes all the population as its topological neighbour, the best value is a
global best and is called best. The particle swarm optimization concept consists of, at each time step, changing
the velocity of (accelerating) each particle toward its best and best locations. Acceleration is weighted by a
random term, with separate random numbers being generated for acceleration toward best and best locations.

III. METHODOLOGY AND PROPOSED SYSTEM
The cloud server (simply the cloud), the company who provides the M-Health monitoring service (i.e.,
the healthcare service provider), the individual clients (simply clients), and a semi-trusted authority (TA). The
company stores its encrypted monitoring data or program in the cloud server. Individual clients collect their
medical data and store them in their mobile devices, which then transform the data into attribute vectors. The
attribute vectors are delivered as inputs to the monitoring program in the cloud server through a mobile (or
smart) device. A semi-trusted authority is responsible for distributing private keys to the individual clients and
collecting the service fee from the clients according to a certain business. model such as pay-as-you-go
business model. The TA can be considered as a collaborator or a management agent for a company (or several
companies) and thus shares certain level of mutual interest with the company. However, the company and TA
could collude to obtain private health data from client input vectors. The proper & exact diagnosis of heart
disease is important so that right treatment could be given to the patient and his/her life can be saved. The
diagnoses of the heart diseases were earlier done using fuzzy logics, Neural Networks etc.

3.1 Branching Program:
It is formally describe the branching programs, which include binary classification or decision trees as
a special case. i am only consider the binary separating program for the ease of exposition since a private
query protocol based on a general decision tree can be easily derived from our scheme. Let v be the vector of
clients’ attributes. To be more specific, an attribute component vi is a concatenation of an attribute index and
the respective attribute value. For instance, A||KW1 might parallel to “blood pressure: 130”. Those with a
blood pressure lower than 130 are considered as normal, and those above this threshold are considered as high
blood pressure. The first element is a set of nodes in the branching tree. The non-leaf node pi is an
intermediate decision node while leaf node pi is a label node. Each decision node is a pair (ai, ti), where ai is
the attribute index and ti is the threshold value with which vai is compared at this node. The same value of ai
may occur in many nodes, i.e., the same attribute may be evaluated more than once. For each decision node i,
L(i) is the index of the next node if vai ≤ ti; R(i) is the index of the next node if vai > ti. The label nodes are
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attached with classification information. Repeat the process recursively for ph, and so on, until one of the leaf
nodes is reached with decision information.

3.2 Token Generation:
To generate the private key for the attribute vector v=(v1, · · · , vn), a client first computes the identity
representation set of each element in v and delivers all the n identity representation sets to TA. Then TA runs
the AnonExtract(id, msk) on each identity id ∈ Svi in the identity set and delivers all the respective private
keys skvi to the client.

3.3 Query:
A client delivers the private key sets obtained from the Ann algorithm to the cloud, which runs the
PSO algorithm on the cipher text generated in the Store algorithm. Starting from p1, the decryption result
determines which cipher text should be decrypted next. For instance, if v1 ∈ [0, t1], then the decryption result
indicates the next node index L(i). The cloud will then use skv(L(i)) to decrypt the subsequent cipher text
CL(i). Continue this process iteratively until it reaches a leaf node and decrypt the respective attached
information.

System Architecture:

IV. CONCLUSION
Heart disease diagnosing is a difficult and important task in order to get patient’s exact condition with
respect to any disease or illness which is directly related to heart. Various heart diseases like heart attacks,
chest pain etc. This thesis is based on the heart disease diagnosis of patients. Heart disease is a prevailing
disease nowadays. Now due to increasing expenses of heart disease, there was a need to develop a new system
which can predict heart diseases in an easy and cheaper way. Various methods had developed previously
which had given methods to predict heart disease. The diagnosis is based on data mining processes. Data
mining is a process of extraction of knowledge from the data in the database. In the database irrelevant data is
present. Till now several data mining techniques namely classification, ANN algorithm and association rules
are applied to the health data sets for predicting heart diseases. In current study ANN and PSO are used for the
heart disease prediction. And easy to take report of using in this process.
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